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De·colonisation in its economic aspect is the replacement
of old relationships-based on force and on ruses that 'are
again trying to gain headway-with a fruitful dialogue
between economies that share a common solidarity.

It enables him to draw from the experience of the
short-lived Mali experiment (whose operation and
demise _~nd both described here), and to explain Sene- '
gal's continued dependence on France t while stressing
the 'neo-colonialist' dangers which result from attempts
at political control through economic influence. •

the weakness of Dr. Mercer Cook's translation does
not obscure the clarity of his economic analyses, and
his brief essays on the economic experiments under
taken in the Middle East (especially Israel), North
Africa and Eastern Europe are most useful.' '

M. Dia is too clear-headed, and too pragmatic a
politician, to propose a solution in institutional terins:
He 'sees the only solution to the problem of indepen
dence as resting on an identity of objectives, .and ... a
recognition of share·d values. This is what he means
when he says,-
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Africa and the West by Arnold Rivkin (Thames and
Hudson).

Two Political
Realists

IN RECENT TIMES, there has been an almost exclusive
concentration on the political changes which have
occurred,- and are still taking place, in Africa. The
prevailing attitude among African political leaders was,
until a short while ago, reflected in Dr. Nkrumah~s

dictum that they should seek first the political kingdom;
the rest would follow-somehow.

Comforting as this thought may have been to those
who chose to interpret it as a rejection of Marxist
economic determinism by African Nationalists, it has
very largely been abandoned now that the problems of
political independence have to be contrasted with those
of economic underdevelopment.

And the fact that the problem has now to be con..
fronted by independent states means that political
problems have been created on a far larger scale. The
'orderly progress' of Africa is something which is no
longer just the concern of a few Colonial Powers: it
involves the world community as a whole, andt in
particular, the economically developed areas of Western
Europe, North America and the Soviet Union.

Both ·M. Dia (who is Prime Minister of Senegal) and
Dr. Rivkin are political realists, and both are concerned
to solve the problem occasioned by the economic
dependence of the politically independent African
States.

Dr. Rivkin, who provides a useful catalogue of
existing techniques for providing technical assistance
and capital aid and describes briefly the workings of a
host of international agencies, comes up with no more
substantial solution than the establishment of yet
another mechanism for mutual assistance. The signifi
cant point, however, is his willingness to discard the
U.N. as a useful body in this context-as in the field
of military assistance-simply because its effectiveness
can be hampered by the political motivation of its
members, and by the presence of the Soviet bloc.

Indeed, the useful analytical study that Dr. Rivkin
has produced is continually marred by his assumption
that Soviet economic influence can and wilL be over
looked by African states merely because an alternative is
provided. The problems involved in dependirig on ,out..
side assistance are the same, whoever provides the aid.

This is something which M. Dia realises well. Even

'African Nations and Warld Solidarity by Mamadou
Dia (Thames and Hudson).
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